Dear Parents, Whanau and Caregivers
Kia Ora Koutou.

3 March 2021

Thank you for the way you have slotted back into the COVID Level 2 expectations.
Children are very settled which is a credit to you for reminding them about what we all
need to do.
Reminders
•
Please make sure that your child has a drink bottle as the drinking fountains are
not to be used
•
Gates do not open until 8.30am
•
Hand sanitiser is available at the gate and in classrooms
To keep children safe we minimise the number of adults inside the grounds so please
•
wave to you children at the gate
•
do not go inside classrooms
•
wait behind cones at front or on field at back gate
Appropriate Clothing
Lots of children are wearing sweatshirts and long pants to start the day. However, as the
day gets warmer they often overheat as they do not have a tshirt or shorts underneath.
Please check your child wears layers. Also can you name clothing so it is easily identifiable.
Tryathlon for Y3-6 children has been postponed.

Kind
Upcoming Events
Friday

2 April

Good Friday

Monday

5 April

Easter Monday - no school

Tuesday

6 April

Easter Tuesday -no school

Friday

16 April

Last day of Term

Monday

3 May

Term 2 Starts

Friday

4 June

Teacher Only Day - no
school for children

Regards, Kay Cleaver, Principal.

Oh no! Look What
The Cat Dragged In
By Room 13 Authors

Oh No! Look what the cat dragged in. On Thursday my
fat cat dragged in a big black mouse. It was ugly and
fat and a cheeky mouse. I looked in the kitchen and
the cheeky mouse was eating my block of cheese on
the counter and I was gonna save it for lunch. When I
looked in the kitchen I was so terrified so I screamed.
The next morning I cleaned up all the mess like I
vacuumed and wiped the dirty things. By Latita.
Oh no look what the cat dragged in. On Thursday my
big fat cheeky cat dragged in a big giant giraffe and it
was trying to fight my poor cat. But my cat scratched
Oh no look what the cat dragged in. It was a
the giraffe and it went out the door. My cat won. When
Saturday morning two little boys came
it was night time I went to bed but I heard the door
downstairs. They saw their horrified
open and I went down stairs. Then I saw my big fat
grandmother point to the living room. They ran cheeky cat drag in a polar bear and it roared at my
to the living room they saw a dead violent lion
cat. Then my cat scratched at him and hissed at the
on the ground blood running on its back the two polar bear ramming at the door. My cat was a
champion. By Kineisha.
kids screamed aaaaaaaaaaaaaaah. By Stacy.
Oh no! look what the cat dragged in. On
Thursday my scary cheeky cat dragged in a
dragon. The dragon did not like my cat. On
Saturday my cat dragged a white tail spider. On
Sunday my cat dragged in slugs. On Monday my
cat dragged a gift for me. By Omid.

Oh no look what the cat dragged in. On Thursday the cat
dragged a gorilla he was mean big and crazy. He ate all the
bananas when he finished he was mad cause we had no
more then he smashed the kitchen he went upstairs and
broke everything. From Idiris.

